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According to a study conducted by Drone Industry Insights (Droneii), 79% of commercial 
drones in Europe are used for surveying and cartography. These applications are a major 
factor in the estimated €35 billion that the firm projects as the size of the drone market by 
2025, which takes into account the impact of COVID-19. 

The fragmented regulatory environment in Europe continues to define where and how drones 
are being used by surveyors and for mapping purposes, but the arrival of pan-European 
regulation in 2021 will make a major impact around where and how this technology is adopted. 
The differences drones have already made for professionals all over Europe when it comes to 
creating efficiencies and increasing safety for a variety of tasks that are otherwise dull, dirty and/
or dangerous are detailed in this report. New regulations, market conditions and the continued 
fallout from COVID-19 will ensure these applications are further leveraged in countless ways in 
2021.  
 

Making Infrastructure Surveying Faster,  
Cheaper and Safer
From mapping a ski resort to surveying a 30km pipeline to documenting what specifically has or 
hasn’t happened on a construction site, drones of all sizes have transformed the way infrastructure 
surveying is done. They’ve proven to allow for a faster and safer workflow and at the same time 
offering more detailed information than if conventional methods were used.

Cyberhawk, a UK-based company specializing in UAV inspection and survey and the conversion 
of UAV data into powerful management information, is using drones to perform different kinds 
of missions. To complete an aerial survey of a wind farm in a 230-hectare site of boggy moorland 
in northern Scotland, Cyberhawk used a fixed-wing UAV with onboard RTK GPS positioning. 
For a traditional ground-based survey team, this task would take over two weeks to complete, 
especially with the difficult and potentially hazardous terrain. Cyberhawk managed to do it in two 
days, with topographic data and high-resolution orthophoto imagery with 3cm per pixel ground 
resolution.
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In another project, Cyberhawk used a multirotor UAV to 
survey a cable route covering over 700 meters on the 
East coast of England. Traditional survey methods, such 
as ground-based total station or laser scanning, would 
take a long time to complete, but Cyberhawk completed 
the job in a single day. Their data output allowed them to 
help identify exposed underground cables or areas where cables could become exposed in  
the future.

As another showcase of the difference drones are making in infrastructure surveying, Delair’s 
DT18 HD UAV, a fixed-wing long-range mini UAV for surveys and inspections, was used to 
monitor a 30 km pipeline on the outskirts of Brive in France, to ensure there was no unauthorized 
construction over the pipeline that could damage the infrastructure. GRTgaz, the natural gas 
transmission system operator behind the operation, performs weekly monitoring sessions on-
foot, which can take one or two days, or using manned aircraft with observers, which is expensive. 
However, within 1 hour of flight time, the UAV captured over 5,000 images. After processing 
the data through Delair’s cloud-based platform, the result was a report with GPS coordinates of 
detected anomalies along with photos and information on the application specifics.

To map a small ski resort in the French Alps, a British consulting group used the DT18HD UAV 
and Delair’s services to plan its maintenance and enhancement. What would take days to survey, 
inspect, and assemble, took KPWP around 48 hours. From the thousands of RGB images captured 
during the flights of The Meije Ski Resort, a unique 4cm resolution orthophoto of the skiing area 
was created which proved to be about 200 times more accurate than satellite info.

Surveying to Enable Cultural Preservation
With the number of diverse regions, cultures, and societies across Europe, the historical heritage 
that permeates the continent is incredible. It’s history that exists above and below ground 
though, and that can create challenges when it comes to discovering and preserving that history. 
In order to approach doing so in the right way, there are numerous companies that are leveraging 
UAVs to document a variety of historic sites through mapping and surveying.

In Spain, a team of 22 people used a DJI Mavic Pro drone with a built-in camera to map 
and survey an ancient Celtiberian settlement. With a total of 1751 photograms at three 
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different heights, the team used Pix4D to obtain the 
photogrammetric model, generating a high-density 
points cloud to build up the Digital Surface Models 
(DSM), and Digital Terrain Models (DTM). 

In France, the Archaeological Committee of Eure-et-Loir (CAEL) asked AIRd’ECO-drone to 
carry out a drone-based LIDAR survey to obtain a topographic map of a site known as ‘Caesar’s 
Camp’, situated in the French municipality of Changé/Saint-Piat. Equipped with a Yellowscan (YS) 
Mapper, the four-engine drone successfully mapped the 5.5 hectares site, located on a relatively 
steep slope of some 40 meters above the Eure valley to the east, and a small dry river to the west 
and the north. The project proved UAS-based LIDAR’s effectiveness for mapping & archaeology 
applications in dense vegetation cover, and significantly reduced costs when compared to a 
manned-airplane or helicopter.

Henry Webber, a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Bristol’s Department of Archaeology and 
Anthropology in the United Kingdom, uses a drone carrying a MicaSense RedEdge multispectral 
sensor to find and map archaeological features. In comparison with more conventional tools for 
surveying, such as magnetic gradiometers, Henry has found that UAV surveys provide additional 
information that’s he’s been able to utilize and leverage.

Interestingly, the drought of Summer 2018 and a drone revealed the outline of an ancient henge, 
in Ireland. Anthony Murphy, a photographer, author, and Mythical Ireland’s website owner, was 
flying a drone near Newgrange, a famous prehistoric stone monument in County Meath, when 
he saw a perfect circle, etched in the color of the crops, in an otherwise unremarkable field. This 
wasn’t the only finding during this season’s drought though, and it assuredly is something no one 
would have ever seen without a drone. 

Construction Surveys
The use of drones on construction projects has been growing in the past few years, in part 
because there are so many ways and situations where the technology can easily augment or 
improve tasks that are already being performed. Drones are helping to dramatically increase safety 
in construction, while increasing efficiency, as well as return on investment (ROI).

Having been awarded the contract to build Northern Ireland’s £130 million 14km A6 dual 
carriageway, Graham Construction, bought a senseFly eBee Plus UAV to help them reduce survey 
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times, costs, and minimize risks. This helped the national 
construction, asset management, and project investment 
business to reduce each individual quarry survey to 
a 10-minute collection job, versus half a day on the 
ground. Plus, the team is no longer put at risk traversing 
these dangerous sites, where drill and blast occur twice a 

week. In the past, Graham Construction would spend more than “€70,000 euros over the duration 
of such a project by using helicopters to capture our aerial photography”. As you can imagine, the 
costs associated with their use of drones in far less.

Signpost Surveys, specializing in Topographic Surveying and UAS/UAV aerial imagery in Ireland, 
also uses the senseFly eBee UAS to create detailed topographic surveys that include a Digital 
Terrain Model (DTM), volume calculations of stockpiles and high-resolution aerial imagery of 
entire quarries. 

STRABAG is an Austrian construction company that works in parallel on 9,100 construction 
projects across Europe, with 4,900 of them in Germany. The project to extend Germany’s A3 
highway from two to three lanes is one of STRABAG’s current long-term projects, and the 
company is currently using drones to address the rising need of high-accuracy mapping in 
construction sites. Initiated in 2014 and expected to be complete in 2021, STRABAG Is currently 
using DJI’s newest drone, the Phantom 4 RTK for mapping & surveying purposes on this project. 

“The use of drones for construction mapping has a lot of advantages,” says Thomas Gröninger, 
Head of Business Unit Digital Object Survey and UAV at STRABAG. “Their integration changes our 
workflow and simplifies many operational steps. Conventional surveying methods do deliver 3D 
models as well, but digital terrain models created from drone data provide a higher point density, 
and therefore reality is portrayed in much higher detail,” 

Elsewhere in Germany, STRABAG is helping to build the Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research 
in Darmstadt, by using Microdrones’ MD4-1000 drone equipped with a Sony RX1 R2 42 MP 
camera and Pix4D’s mapping & analytics software.
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Drones and Their Impact on Environmental 
Practises and Policy
Drones have created a new paradigm when it comes to environmental protection applications 
and considerations since they provide a more accessible eye in the sky than helicopters or 
satellites. From surveying the effect of tides on coastal areas to monitoring damage in forests to 
the creation of a baseline map of the vegetation types on a moor, drones have proven that they 
can gather insight and information about the environment in a way that can impact practices and 
policy across the world.

To prevent tides gradually shifting the shingle along England’s southern coast, the U.K. 
Environment Agency hired UAV service provider ATEC-3D to carry out a survey of half a square 
kilometer (0.2 mi2 ) of beach with its eBee Classic mapping drone. The company completed the 
whole process from flight planning to product delivery in 10 days.

In an urban forest located in the South of Finland, a team successfully used UAV-based 
photogrammetry and hyperspectral imaging for mapping bark beetle damage at tree level. In 
central Scotland, another team used a UAV thermal system to monitor disease-induced canopy 
temperature increases in 200 trees of five research plots of Scots pine and Lodgepole pines.

During a flood in the Garonne river in Toulouse, France, DDT-31, a French Department of 
Territory Management, asked Delair to help them determine if fallen trees or other debris caused 
obstruction to the river and its banks. With the DT18 HD UAV, Delair was able to cover the 360ha 
section of the Garonne river in a single beyond visual line of sight flight and collect over 15km of 
data. After processing 2000 images, Delair was able to create a 4.12cm per pixel resolution map 
within 24 hours, which allowed DDT-31 to efficiently carry out their mission.

To undertake an orthographic survey of the Ilkley Moors in the UK, QuestUAV flew the 
650-hectare site with one of their Datahawk PPK fixed-wing drones, equipped with a Sony RX100 
RGB. The drone crisscrossed the moor 80 times, covering almost 100 miles and taking over 
8,000 overlapping digital photographs in 11 hours. The full vertical and 3D images of the moor 
generated by QuestUAV helped create a baseline map of main habitats and vegetation types on 
the moor, focussing particularly on the wetter areas.
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Mapping to Enable 
Protection and Preservation 
A research project conducted at the Czech University 
of Life Sciences Prague has used unmanned aerial 
vehicles for wildlife monitoring and censusing. Efforts 
to accurately estimate numbers of wildlife animals have been conducted for centuries, and 
these census results are the basis for determining the amount of hunting needed to ensure 
stable populations. The results from traditional methods can often be very unreliable, while the 
surveying capabilities of drones have proven to provide researchers with the precise information 
they need.

Censusing of game from an aircraft or a helicopter is practiced in the Scandinavian countries, 
but specialists are always looking for new alternatives and more efficient methods. That’s why 
the researchers from the Department of Information Technology, Faculty of Economics and 
Management, Czech University of Life Sciences Prague decided to evaluate if drones and artificial 
intelligence tools for image evaluation open a new dimension in terms of aerial counting and 
game monitoring methods. 
 
Rewilding Europe, an independent foundation working across 17 European countries and 
operating at the frontline of rewilding at a European scale, is exploring new techniques to 
use special drones to reduce mortality for the vultures and other bird species, mainly larger 
raptors. Rewilding Europe wants to use GPS information to map the most dangerous sections of 
powerlines, and where vulture collisions and mortality is highest.

A group of astrophysicists, conservationists, computer scientists and engineers based at the 
Liverpool John Moores University in the UK, is using techniques from astronomy and machine 
learning to develop a fully-automated drone system that can detect, identify and determine the 
health of animals. According to the Astro-Ecology group, “the system will be very low cost, robust, 
simple to operate and so user-friendly that local communities in developing countries with no 
technical background can operate it independently.”
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The group has tested the drones and animal identification systems at Knowsley Safari and 
Chester Zoo, in the UK and have had successful field studies surveying and detecting spider 
monkeys, orangutans, elephants, and several other wild animals. The Astro-Ecology group is 
currently developing the system and starting to take this to different locations around the globe 
and, working with local rangers and researchers, helping monitor and project some of the most 
critically endangered animal species on the planet.
 
These use cases illustrate the powerful ways in which drones and artificial intelligence have been 
utilized in tandem to bring an entirely new dimension to where and how aerial solutions protect 
wildlife. The impact so far has been considerable, but they’re just the beginning of the value and 
possibilities that the surveying and mapping capabilities of drones will open up in this sector and 
beyond.    
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